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ABSTRACT We consider a wireless powered two-way relay network inwhich amulti-antenna relay transfers
power to devices and assists multi-pair data exchanges based on decode-and-forward with network coding
in three phases. The relay in the network adopts energy beamforming (BF) for wireless power transfer, zero-
forcing receive BF for multiple access decoding, and two-step transmit BF for efficient transmission of the
network coded symbols by eliminating inter-pair interference. In this setup, we optimize energy the BF and
transmit BF as well as the time allocation in order to maximize the rate fairness among the devices. The
optimal energy BF is derived in closed-form for the network with two devices and is found by searching
through the span of channel matched filters with more than two devices, while the optimal two-step transmit
BF is given in closed-form for an arbitrary number of devices. In addition, the time allocation problem
is shown to be convex and thus easily solved with the existing convex optimization solvers. The simulation
results show that the proposed network outperforms conventional networks significantly due to the enhanced
BF and flexible time allocation methods.

INDEX TERMS Beamforming, decode-and-forward, max-min fairness, two-way relay, wireless powered
communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, remote wireless power transfer (WPT) has been
implemented into wireless communications to overcome the
limitations of battery size and deployment areas, which are
encountered when developing many Internet of things (IoT)
applications [1]–[8]. By harvesting energy from the radio
frequency signal, WPT enables battery-limited devices to be
sustainable without frequent battery replacements or even
without batteries. There exist two basic ways of introducing
WPT into wireless information transfer (WIT): simultane-
ous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) and
wireless powered communication networking (WPCN). In
SWIPT, generally incorporated in the downlink, power and
data flows are in the same direction [1], [2], [8]. In contrast,
WPCN, which is of our main concern, provides power and
data flows in different directions, e.g., WPT in the downlink
and WIT in the uplink [3]–[7].

Initial studies on WPCN were devoted to data collection
from multiple battery-limited devices, where a hybrid access

point (HAP) transmits power to the devices in the downlink
WPT and the devices transfer data using the harvested energy
in the uplink WIT [3], [9]–[17]; this protocol will be called
the wireless powered multiple access (WP-MAC) for the
simplicity in the sequel. For WP-MAC, the uplink WIT was
generally supported either in time division multiple access
(TDMA) with a single-antenna HAP or in space division
multiple access (SDMA) with a multi-antenna HAP. The
sum rate of the uplink WIT in TDMA was optimized via
time allocation [3], [15], [16] and power and time alloca-
tion [11], [14] to the WPT and WIT TDMA slots. When a
multi-antenna HAP was employed in WP-MAC to support
the uplinkWIT in SDMA, not only power and time allocation
but also beamforming (BF) optimization for WPT and for
WIT was performed for maximum throughput or maximum
fairness [9], [10], [12], [13], [17]. These studies showed the
benefits of multiple antenna BF schemes to both WPT and
WIT by focusing the energy on the desired devices while
reducing the interferences among the devices in WIT.
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Recently, WPCN was built with more complicated
but spectrally efficient two-way relay (TWR) proto-
cols [18]–[29], in which the communication devices
exchange their data with the help of a relay in two phases
to extend their communication ranges; the devices simul-
taneously transmit data to the relay in the multiple access
(MAC) phase like the uplink WIT in WP-MAC, and the
relay sends the MAC signal to the devices via amplify-and-
forward (AF) or decode-and-forward (DF) in the broadcast-
ing (BC) phase. The WPCN for TWR was designed for
a device to charge a relay by introducing SWIPT in the
MAC phase [18]–[21], [24]–[26]. For a relay to charge
the devices, the WPCN for TWR was designed by
adding the WPT phase or by introducing SWIPT in the
BC phase [22], [23], [27]–[29].

In this paper, we address a wireless powered (WP)-TWR
network, in which a multi-antenna relay charges the devices
and supports the data exchange among the devices in SDMA
through BF and resource allocation.

A. RELATED WORK
Since WP-MAC resembles the WP-TWR with an addi-
tional WPT phase in some aspects, we first introduce
the BF design and resource allocation problems tackled
for WP-MAC. For single-antenna devices, the energy BF for
WPT, receive BF for WIT, and time allocation to the WPT
and WIT phases were optimized in order to maximize the
minimum rate toward the fairness [9], where optimal BF solu-
tions were found via an iterative algorithm. The WP-MAC
with a massive-antenna HAP and single-antenna devices was
analyzed by including an uplink channel estimation phase and
an asymptotically optimal solution was found in the sense of
maximizing the minimum rate with respect to power and time
allocation [10]. The sum rate, instead of the minimum rate
in [9], was maximized by optimizing energy BF and receive
BF iteratively for the given time allocation and then optimiz-
ing the time allocation in [12]. The BF and resource allocation
problems were also studied with multi-antenna devices to
maximize the sum rate [13] and to maximize the minimum
rate [17] by solving dual problems. However, to solve the
dual problems, BF optimization is requiredwhenever the time
allocation changes.

For the WP-TWR network, BF and resource allocation
methods were studied with diverse relaying strategies, yet
in different directions depending on the assumption on the
energy state of the devices. For devices with enough energy
for MAC transmission, two-phase WP-TWR protocols were
designed with SWIPT in the BC phase [23], [27]–[29], where
a device employs a power splitting (PS) receiver for simul-
taneous energy harvesting and information decoding. The
PS ratios were optimized jointly with HAP transmit BF to
minimize the total transmit power under the rate constraints
for DFWP-TWR [23], to maximize the weighted sum energy
of two devices for both AFWP-TWR and DFWP-TWR [27],
and to maximize the energy efficiency of AF WP-TWR [28].
In [29], only the PS ratios were optimized to maximize the

sum rate of DF WP-TWR when a massive-antenna HAP
employs zero forcing (ZF) or matched filter (MF) for receive
BF, and MF for transmit BF. It should be noted that all these
studies assumed equal time allocation for the MAC and BC
phases although DF allows unequal time allocation to the
MAC and BC phases. On the other hand, for the devices hav-
ing insufficient energy for MAC transmission, [22] designed
three-phase AF WP-TWR with WPT, MAC, and BC phases
by employing the energy BF of [10] for WPT and the
ZF-based joint receive/transmit BF [30] for AF TWR, where
the spectral and energy efficiencies were analyzed without
any optimization. To the best of our knowledge, BF and
resource allocation problems have not yet been studied for
the three-phase WP-TWR protocol.

B. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
As elaborated in the related work section, most studies on
WP-TWR are based on SWIPT in the BC phase, additionally
assuming that the devices have the necessary energy forMAC
transmission. However, the battery-limited devices in an ini-
tial data exchange or in a sporadic data exchange may have
no energy for MAC transmission; in this case, theWPT phase
should precede the MAC phase so the devices can harvest
the energy before data transmission. However, these three-
phaseWP-TWR protocols were studied with AF only in [22],
which might not be suitable for the WP-TWR suffering from
a doubly near-far problem in the MAC; the AF suffers from
noise amplification when amplifying a weakMAC signal and
a large performancemismatch in theMAC andBC phases due
to the equal time allocation required for the AF.

This paper designs a three-phase WP-TWR protocol by
employing DF with network coding [25] to support multi-
pair TWR more efficiently. Unlike AF WP-TWR in [22],
DF WP-TWR enables flexible time allocation into the three
phases that balances a mismatch in the MAC and BC per-
formances, and allows flexible BF designs such that the
design of transmit BF in the BC phase is independent of
that of energy BF and receive BF. In addition, DF with
network coding improves the performance of the BC phase
by reducing the number of spatially multiplexed symbols.
We consider practically implementable modular BF schemes
such as multicast energy BF for WPT, ZF-based receive BF
for the MAC, and two-step transmit BF eliminating the inter-
pair interference [31] for the BC. In this setup, we solve
the problem of maximizing the minimum rate of the devices
by optimizing energy BF, transmit BF, and time allocation,
which has not been studied for WP-TWR.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We propose a multi-pair DFWP-TWR protocol exploit-
ing three phases of unequal time durations. For this
protocol, we propose two-step BF consisting of inter-
pair interference nulling BF and pairwise BF with power
allocation; this enables efficient transmission of the net-
work coding to the desired pair without interventionwith
the other pairs in the BC phase.
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• We formulate the problem of optimizing energy BF,
transmit BF, and time allocation to maximize the min-
imum rate of the devices in WP-TWR for maximum
fairness. This max-min rate optimization problem for
WP-TWR is different from those for WP-MAC [9],
[10], [17], in that the former has additional transmit
BF optimization for the BC and time allocation over
three phases instead of only two phases as in the latter.

• The problem is transformed into an equivalent problem
consisting of three subproblems: energy BF optimiza-
tion and transmit BF optimization problems that max-
imize the minimum signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR)
in the MAC and BC phases, respectively, and the sub-
sequent time allocation problem to maximize the min-
imum rate. The two BF problems are independent of
time allocation and are solved only once, unlike the
problems forWP-MAC [9], [17] which should be solved
for each given time allocation. The time-independent
BF problems are more favorable in WP-TWR, which
performs time allocation over three phases.

• We prove that the optimal energy BF is given as a
linear combination of the channel matched vectors with
complex-valued weights. The optimal energy BF is
derived in closed-form for a single device pair, and is
found for multiple device pairs by searching complex-
valued weights via existing algorithms developed for
the multicast BF [32]–[36] at a reduced complex-
ity. The proposed energy BF is shown to outperform
conventional energy BF, given as a linear combina-
tion of the channel matched vectors with real-valued
weights [10], [22].

• The optimal solution for the transmit BF is provided
in closed-form by deriving the optimal pairwise BF
and inter-pair power allocation explicitly for two-step
transmit BF.

• The time allocation problem is shown to be convex
and so can be solved with existing convex optimization
solvers. The benefit of the time allocation is shown in
the performance evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the system model of the WP-TWR net-
work with multiple device pairs and formulates the max-min
rate optimization problem. Section III tackles the problem
by optimizing BF methods for the given time allocation and
then optimizing the time allocation. The performance of the
proposed network is investigated by varying the BF and
time allocation methods in Section IV. Finally, concluding
remarks are provided in Section V.
Notation: We use (·)∗, (·)T , and (·)H for the conjugate,

transpose, and Hermitian transpose of a vector or a matrix,
respectively, and r(·), (·)1/2, tr(·), and det(·) for the rank,
square-root, trace, and determinant of a matrix, respectively.
In addition, diag(a) is the diagonal matrix with vector a on
the diagonal and [A]k,l denotes the (k, l)-th element of a
matrix A. We use 0n to represent the length-n vector with
all zero entries and In to represent the n× n identity matrix.

FIGURE 1. WP-TWR network: (a) system model, (b) protocol.

The set of length-n vectors is denoted byRn
+ for non-negative

real entries and Cn for complex entries, while the set of
n × m complex matrices is denoted by Cn×m. For random
variables, ∼ signifies ‘distributed as’ and CN(µ,6) denotes
the distribution of a complex Gaussian random vector with
mean µ and covariance matrix 6.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a WP-TWR network consisting of a single relay,
called HAP, and 2K devices {Dk}

2K
k=1, as seen in Fig. 1(a).

The HAP equipped with M antennas is capable of power
and information transfer. Each device equipped with a sin-
gle antenna is capable of energy harvesting and information
transfer. Under the assumption of channel reciprocity and
flat Rayleigh fading, the channels between the HAP and the
devices are described by the M × 2K matrix

H = [h1,h2, · · · ,h2K ], (1)

where hk ∼ CN(0M , ωkIM ) denotes the channel vector
between the HAP and Dk subject to path loss ωk . The chan-
nels between the devices are uncorrelated each other.

In the network, devices D2p−1 and D2p form a communi-
cation pair for p = 1, 2, · · · ,K . The HAP not only transfers
the power to the devices, but also assists their data exchanges
via the DF-based WP-TWR protocol depicted in Fig. 1(b).
The protocol consists of the WPT, MAC, and BC phases of
durations τ0T , τ1T , and τ2T , respectively, where τi > 0 for
i = 0, 1, 2 and

∑2
i=0 τi = 1; here, T = 1 is assumed without

a loss of generality. The HAP transfers wireless power to
the devices in the WPT phase. By consuming the energy
harvested in the WPT phase, the devices simultaneously
transmit the symbols containing the messages to the HAP. In
the BC phase, the HAP broadcasts the network coding of the
decoded messages in the MAC phases to the devices, and the
devices decode the network coded symbols from the received
signals to retrieve the messages sent by their partners. Unlike
the AF WP-TWR protocol [22], the proposed DF WP-TWR
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protocol allows unequal time allocation for the MAC and BC
phases, as τ1 6= τ2 due to the regenerative relay signal.

In the WPT phase, the HAP transfers the power PH with
the energy BF w subject to ‖w‖2 = 1. The energy harvested
at Dk can be written as

Ek = τ0ηPH

∣∣∣hTk w∣∣∣2 , (2)

where η is the energy harvesting efficiency and the noises are
ignored. In the MAC phase, device Dk transmits symbol xk
containing message mk to the HAP with transmit power

Pk =
Ek
τ1
= ηPH

∣∣∣hTk w∣∣∣2 τ0τ1 (3)

by consuming all the harvested energy (2).
The signal received at the HAP in the MAC phase is then

expressed as

y1 = HP1/2
D x+ n1, (4)

where x = [x1, x2, · · · , x2K ]T ∼ CN(02K , I2K ) is the sym-
bol vector, PD = diag([P1,P2, · · · ,P2K ]T ) is the transmit
power matrix, and n1 ∼ CN(0M , σ 2

1 IM ) is the noise vector at
the HAP. The HAP applies the 2K ×M ZF receive BF matrix
8H

1 =
(
HHH

)−1
HH of complexity O(M (2K )2 + (2K )3)

[37] to (4) as

z1 = 8H
1 y1 = P1/2

D x+8H
1 n1 (5)

from which the message m̂k contained in xk is decoded for
k = 1, 2, · · · , 2K . The HAP then constructs the network
coded symbol xbc,p of decoded messages m̂2p−1 and m̂2p for
each communication pair p ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K }.
In the BC phase, the HAP transmits the symbol vector

xbc = [xbc,1, xbc,2, · · · , xbc,K ]T to the devices with M × K
transmit BF matrix 82 subject to tr(828

H
2 ) = 1. The

received signal y2,k at device Dk is arranged in vector
y2 = [y2,1, y2,2, · · · , y2,2K ]T given by

y2 =
√

PHHT82xbc + n2, (6)

where n2 ∼ CN(02K , σ 2
2 I2K ) is the vector of the noises at the

devices.
We adopt two-step transmit BF, which steers the K beams

to K device pairs with appropriate power allocation while
avoiding the inter-pair interference. Specifically, the transmit
BF is given by

82 =

[
Ṽ

(0)
1 b1, Ṽ

(0)
2 b2, · · · , Ṽ

(0)
K bK

]
, (7)

where Ṽ
(0)
p ∈ CM×L is formed by the basis vectors of the null

space of the channel H̃
T
p =

[
h1, · · · ,h2p−2,h2p+1, · · · ,h2K

]T
excluding the pth pair and bp ∈ CL is the pairwise BF vector
directed to the p-th pair for L ≥ M − 2K + 2.
Here, we obtain Ṽ

(0)
p by taking the submatrix of Ṽp corre-

sponding to zero singular values from singular value decom-
position H̃

T
p = Ũp6̃pṼ

H
p . The pairwise BF is subject to

K∑
p=1

‖bp‖2 = 1 (8)

to obtain the transmit power PH from tr(828
H
2 ) =

K∑
p=1

bHp (Ṽ
(0)
p )H Ṽ

(0)
p bp = 1.

With the proposed transmit BF, the received signal at
device Dk is described by

y2,k =
√

PHgTk bdk/2exbc,dk/2e + n2,k , (9)

where d·e is the ceiling operation and gk = (Ṽ
(0)
dk/2e)

Thk is
the effective channel after applying the first-step BF nulling
the inter-pair interference. It is clear that there is no inter-
pair interference at a device in receiving the network coded
symbol xbc,p common to its partner.

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section formulates the problem of maximizing the min-
imum rate of 2K data flows in the network toward the maxi-
mum fairness. For this purpose, we first obtain the achievable
rate in transferring the message mk from Dk to Dp(k) for
k = 1, 2, · · · , 2K , where p(k) = k + 1 for odd k and
p(k) = k − 1 for even k . The achievable rate from Dk to
Dp(k) is given by

Rk = min(R1,k ,R2,p(k)) bps/Hz, (10)

where R1,k is the achievable rate from Dk to the HAP in the
MAC phase and R2,k is the achievable rate from the HAP to
Dk in the BC phase. The rate of each phase is given by

Ri,k = τi log2(1+ γi,k ), i = 1, 2, (11)

where γ1,k and γ2,k are the instantaneous SNR of (5) and (9),
respectively, derived as

γ1,k =
Pk

σ 2
1

[
8H

1 81
]
k,k

= η
τ0

τ1

PH

σ 2
1

β2k |h
T
k w|

2 (12)

and

γ2,k =
PH

σ 2
2

|gTk bdk/2e|
2, (13)

with 1/β2k =
[
8H

1 81
]
k,k =

[
(HHH)−1

]
k,k .

We maximize the minimum rate in the network by opti-
mizing the energy BF vector w, the pairwise BF vectors
B = [b1, b2, · · · , bK ], and the time allocation vector
τ = [τ0, τ1, τ2]T .
The max-min rate optimization problem is then formulated

as

max
w,B,τ

Rmin(w,B, τ ) (14a)

s.t. w ∈ Cw, B ∈ CB, τ ∈ Cτ , (14b)

where the constraint sets are defined as Cw = {w|w ∈
CM , ‖w‖2 = 1}, CB = {B|B ∈ CL×K , tr(BHB) = 1}, and
Cτ = {τ |τ ∈ R3

+,
∑2

i=0 τi = 1}. The objective function is
written as

Rmin(w,B, τ ) = min
1≤k≤2K

min{R1,k (w, τ ),R2,p(k)(B, τ )}

(15)
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from (10) after including the arguments of Ri,k to show their
dependency explicitly. From the associative property of the
minimum operation, (15) is also rewritten as

Rmin(w,B, τ ) = min
{
R1,min(w, τ ),R2,min(B, τ )

}
, (16)

where

R1,min(w, τ ) = min
1≤k≤2K

R1,k (w, τ ) (17)

and

R2,min(B, τ ) = min
1≤k≤2K

R2,k (B, τ ). (18)

III. OPTIMIZATION OF BF AND TIME ALLOCATION
We now transform problem (14) into three equivalent sub-
problems by exploiting a general principle of optimization via
exhaustive searching that we can always optimize a function
by first optimizing over some of the variables while fixing
the other variables, and then optimizing over the remaining
variables [38]. Since the constraint sets Cw, CB, and Cτ in (14)
are independent of each other, the subproblems searching the
solution to (14) over (w,B, τ ) ∈ Cw × CB × Cτ can be
expressed in simpler forms as follows.

By fixing B and τ , we first solve

max
w∈Cw

Rmin(w,B, τ ) (19)

to find the optimal solution w†(B, τ ) and optimal value
R̃min(B, τ ) = Rmin(w†(B, τ ),B, τ ) for each (B, τ ) ∈ CB ×

Cτ . Next, by fixing τ , we solve

max
B∈CB

R̃min(B, τ ) (20)

to obtain the optimal solution B†(τ ) and optimal value
˜̃Rmin(τ ) = R̃min(B†(τ ), τ ) for each τ ∈ Cτ . Finally, we solve

max
τ∈Cτ

˜̃Rmin(τ ) (21)

to obtain the optimal solution τ †. From the solutions
of (19)-(21), the optimal solution (wo,Bo, τ o) to (14) is
obtained as wo = w†(B†(τ †), τ †), Bo = B†(τ †), and
τ o = τ †. Since only R1,min, but not R2,min, depends on w
in (16) and the constraints sets Cw, CB, and Cτ are indepen-
dent, the solution to (19) can be found by solving

max
w∈Cw

R1,min(w, τ ) (22)

for each τ ∈ Cτ . The solution to (22) is also obtained by
solving

max
w∈Cw

{
min

1≤k≤2K
γ1,k

}
, (23)

or equivalently,

max
w∈Cw

{
min

1≤k≤2K
β2k |h

T
k w|

2
}

(24)

since R1,k (w, τ ) = τ1 log2
(
1+ γ1,k

)
is a monotonically

increasing function of γ1,k = η
τ0
τ1

PH
σ 21
β2k |h

T
k w|

2 for fixed τ .

The objective function and the constraint set in (24) do not
depend on B and τ so that we have w†(B, τ ) = w† for all
(B, τ ) ∈ CB × Cτ . Therefore, the optimal energy BF for
problem (14) is obtained as wo = w†.
Similarly, the solution B†(τ ) to (20) is obtained by solving

max
B∈CB

R2,min(B, τ ) (25)

for each τ ∈ Cτ since R̃min(B, τ ) = min{R1,min(w†, τ ),
R2,min(B, τ )}. Again, (25) is equivalent to

max
B∈CB

{
min

1≤k≤2K
γ2,k

}
(26)

for the same reason as that applied to the energy BF optimiza-
tion. The solution B†(τ ) = B† to (26) does not depend on τ
since γ2,k and CB do not depend on τ . Therefore, the optimal
transmit BF for problem (14) is obtained as Bo = B†.
Finally, the time allocation problem (21) is rewritten as

max
τ∈Cτ

min{R̃1(τ ), R̃2(τ )}, (27)

where R̃1(τ ) = R1(w†, τ ) and R̃2(τ ) = R2(B†, τ ) denote the
optimal values of (22) and (25), respectively.

In the following, we solve subproblems (24), (26), and (27)
sequentially to obtain the optimal solution to problem (14).

A. ENERGY BF OPTIMIZATION
This subsection solves the energy BF optimization
problem (24) by transforming it into

max
w∈Cw,t∈R+

t (28a)

s.t. β2k |h
T
k w|

2
≥ t, ∀k. (28b)

It is well known that (28) has no closed-form solution [32]
so that several algorithms finding an approximate solution
have been developed; semi-definite relaxation (SDR) with
randomization [32], [36], successive convex approximation
(SCA) [33], and iterative algorithms [34], [35]. For the net-
workwithM ≥ 2K , we propose to apply a linear combination
of the orthogonal MF beams as

w =
r(H)∑
k=1

qku∗k = U∗q, (29)

where q = [q1, q2, · · · , qr(H)]T ∈ Cr(H) is a complex-valued
weight vector andU = [u1,u2, · · · ,ur(H)] is an orthonormal
basis of the column space of H satisfying UHU = Ir(H).
The optimization of q is equivalent to the optimization of w
from Property 1.
Property 1: The solution to (28) lies in the column space

of H∗.
Proof: This result can be proved by contradiction.

Assume that w = U∗q + e, where e is orthogonal to U∗.
The constraints in (28b) then become β2k |h

T
k U
∗q|2 ≥ t ,

∀k , and ‖q‖2 + ‖e‖2 = 1. Let qε be a vector satisfying
‖qε‖

2
= 1 − ε for ε = ‖e‖2 and 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1. If we

express qε =
√
1− εq0, we have |h

T
k U
∗q0|

2
≥ |hTk U

∗qε|
2.
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To make t as large as possible, we should have ε = 0,
or equivalently e = 0M . �
From Property (1), problem (28) is now stated as

max
q∈Cq,t∈R+

t, (30a)

s.t. β2k |h
T
k U
∗q|2 ≥ t, ∀k (30b)

with Cq = {q|q ∈ Cr(H), ‖q‖2 = 1}, of which the
optimal solution (q†, t†) is obtained by applying one of the
algorithms developed in [32]–[36] to lower the complexity
of solving (28) with the generic BF vector w ∈ CM ; if
the SDR with randomization [32] is applied to solve (28)
and (30) for instance, the computational complexity is given
by O

(
(2K +M2)3.5

)
to solve (28) and O

(
(2K + K 2)3.5

)
to

solve (30) with r(H) = 2K .
When only a single device pair is served in the net-

work, or equivalently whenK = 1, we derive the closed-form
solution q† to (30) in Appendix, which leads to

w†
=



ejθ1
h∗1
‖h1‖

, if ζ1 ≤ 0,

ejθ1
h∗2
‖h2‖

, if ζ2 ≤ 0,

ejθ1
ζ2h∗1 + e

j 6 hH1 h2ζ1h∗2√
det(HHH)(β1ζ1 + β2ζ2)

, if ζ1, ζ2 > 0,

(31)

where θ1 is an arbitrary phase, 6 · denotes the phase of a
complex number,

ζ1 = β1‖h1‖2 − β2|hH1 h2|, (32)

and

ζ2 = β2‖h2‖2 − β1|hH1 h2|. (33)

The solution (31) leads to the optimal value t† of (30) when
K = 1 as

t†=


β21‖h1‖

2, if ζ1 ≤ 0,
β22‖h2‖

2, if ζ2 ≤ 0,
β21β

2
2 det(H

HH)

β21‖h1‖
2−2β1β2|hH1 h2|+β

2
2‖h2‖

2
if ζ1, ζ2 > 0.

(34)

The optimal value γ †1 of the MAC SNR (23) is then
expressed as

γ
†
1 = η

τ0

τ1

PH

σ 2
1

t† =
τ0

τ1
γ̃
†
1 , (35)

where γ̃ †1 = η PH
σ 21
t† is the time-independent factor of the

optimal MAC SNR; for K = 1, the optimal value t† of (30)
is obtained with (34); for K > 1, it is obtained by applying
one of the algorithms described after (30). Finally, the optimal
value of (22) is expressed as

R̃1(τ ) = τ1 log2

(
1+

τ0

τ1
γ̃
†
1

)
. (36)

B. TRANSMIT BF OPTIMIZATION
This subsection solves the transmit BF optimization prob-
lem (26) by decomposing it into pairwise BF and inter-pair
power allocation problems from an observation that the SNRs
γ2,2p−1 and γ2,2p of the pth pair depend only on bp. For
this purpose, we express the pairwise BF vector as bp =
λpb̃p subject to ‖b̃p‖2 = 1 and λp ≥ 0 and construct the
power allocation vector λ = [λ1, λ2, · · · , λK ]T subject to∑K

p=1 λp = 1. After removing the irrelevant factors in the
SNR (13), we can then rewrite (26) as

max
λ

min
1≤p≤K

λp

{
max
b̃p

min
(
|gT2p−1b̃p|

2, |gT2pb̃p|
2
)}

(37a)

s.t. b̃p ∈ Cb̃p
, p = 1, 2, · · · ,K , λ ∈ Cλ, (37b)

where Cb̃p
= {b̃p|b̃p ∈ CL , ‖b̃p‖2 = 1} and Cλ = {λ|λ ∈

RK
+,
∑K

p=1 λp = 1}.
We now solve problem (37) by optimizing the normalized

pairwise BF as

max
b̃p∈Cb̃p

min
(
|gT2p−1b̃p|

2, |gT2pb̃p|
2
)

(38)

and then optimizing the inter-pair power allocation λwith the
optimal value s†p of (38) as

max
λ∈Cλ

{
min

1≤p≤K
λps†p

PH

σ 2

}
. (39)

Problem (38) can now be transformed into

max
b̃p∈Cb̃p

,sp∈R+
sp (40a)

s.t. |gTk b̃p|
2
≥ sp, k = 2p− 1, 2p, (40b)

which is a special case of (28) when K = 1 and βk = 1.
Therefore, the closed-form solution to (40) is obtained as

b̃
†
p =



ejθp
g∗2p−1
‖g2p−1‖

, if ζ̃2p−1 ≤ 0,

ejθp
g∗2p
‖g2p‖

, if ζ̃2p ≤ 0,

ejθp
ζ̃2pg∗2p−1 + e

j 6 gH2p−1g2p ζ̃2p−1g∗2p√
det(GHp Gp)(ζ̃2p−1 + ζ̃2p)

,

if ζ̃2p−1, ζ̃2p > 0

(41)

where θp is an arbitrary phase, Gp = [g2p−1, g2p],

ζ̃2p−1 = ‖g2p−1‖
2
− |gH2p−1g2p|, (42)

and

ζ̃2p = ‖g2p‖
2
− |gH2p−1g2p|. (43)

The optimal value of (40) is also expressed as

s†p =


‖g2p−1‖

2, if ζ̃2p−1 ≤ 0,
‖g2p‖

2, if ζ̃2p ≤ 0,
det(GHp Gp)

tr(GHp Gp)− 2|gH2p−1g2p|
, if ζ̃2p−1, ζ̃2p > 0.

(44)
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In the meantime, the solution λ† to (39) is given by

λ†p =
1

s†p

(
K∑
l=1

1

s†l

)−1
(45)

since (39) is maximized when λ1s
†
1 = λ2s

†
2 = · · · = λK s

†
K .

From the results (39) and (45), the optimal value of (26) is
expressed as

γ
†
2 =

PH

σ 2

(
K∑
l=1

1

s†l

)−1
(46)

with which the optimal value of (25) is given by

R̃2(τ ) = τ2 log2(1+ γ
†
2 ). (47)

C. TIME ALLOCATION OPTIMIZATION
We finally solve the time allocation problem (27) which is
expressed more explicitly with (36) and (47) as

max
τ∈Cτ

min
{
τ1 log2

(
1+

τ0

τ1
γ̃
†
1

)
, τ2 log2(1+ γ

†
2 )
}
. (48)

By introducing a new variable ς , (48) is now transformed into

max
τ∈Cτ ,ς∈R+

ς (49a)

s.t. ς − τ1 log2

(
1+

τ0

τ1
γ̃
†
1

)
≤ 0, (49b)

ς − τ2 log2(1+ γ
†
2 ) ≤ 0. (49c)

This problem is shown to be convex with the linear objec-
tive function (49a), linear constraints Cτ and (49c), and con-
vex constraint (49b). The convexity of (49b) is confirmed by
investigating the Hessian

∇
2R̃1(τ0, τ1) =

(γ̃ †1 )
2

(τ1 + τ0γ̃
†
1 )

2 ln 2

−τ1 τ0

τ0 −
τ 20

τ1

 (50)

of R̃1(τ0, τ1) = τ1 log2
(
1+ τ0

τ1
γ̃
†
1

)
. Clearly, R̃1(τ0, τ1) is

concave with the negative semi-definite Hessian so that the
left-hand side of (49b) is convex. Therefore, we can solve
problem (49) with existing convex optimization solvers [39].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the network by assuming
PH = 1 W and σ 2

1 = −110 dBm for the transmit power
and noise power of a high-cost HAP, respectively and σ 2

2 =

−90 dBm and η = 0.5 for the noise power and energy
harvesting efficiency of low-cost devices, respectively. In this
evaluation, the path loss of the Rayleigh fading channels is
set to ωk = 0.001 d−2.5k , where dk is the distance between
the HAP and Dk for k = 1, 2, · · · , 2K .
Before evaluating the overall max-min rate performance,

we compare the performance of the BF methods in Figs. 2-4
by evaluating the minimum SNR, γ1 = min1≤k≤2K γ1,k with
τ0/τ1 = 1 for the MAC phase and γ2 = min1≤k≤2K γ2,k

FIGURE 2. Minimum SNR γ1 in the MAC phase with 2K = 2 as the
number of antennas M varies.

FIGURE 3. Minimum SNR γ1 in the MAC phase with M = 16 as the
number of devices 2K varies.

for the BC phase. In the figures, the devices are located at
d2p−1 = 15 m and d2p = 25 m for p = 1, 2, · · · ,K .

Fig. 2 compares the energy BF methods for two devices
2K = 2 versus the number of antennas M . In the figure,
‘Prop (Anal)’ denotes the analytically derived optimal energy
BF (31) whilst ‘Prop (SDR)’ and ‘SDR’ denote the energy
BF obtained by solving (30) and (28), respectively, through
the SDR with randomization [32], [36] generating 3000 can-
didates for the randomization method randC in [32]. For
the benchmark, we also compare the performance of the
conventionalMF-based energy BF, formed by a linear combi-
nation of the MF beams with real-valued weights [10], [22];
‘MF-SPA’ denotes the MF-based energy BF with asymptoti-
cally optimal weights obtained by assuming a large number
of antennas [10] and ‘MF-EPA’ denotes the MF-based energy
BFwith equal-valuedweights [22]. Apparently, theminimum
SNR in theMAC increases with the number of antennas when
the number of devices is fixed. In the figure, ‘Prop (Anal)’
with the exact closed-form solution slightly outperforms
‘Prop (SDR)’ and ‘SDR’, which correspond to approximate
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FIGURE 4. Minimum SNR γ2 in the BC phase with M = 16 as the number
of devices 2K varies.

solutions obtained at a higher complexity. Meanwhile, ‘Prop
(Anal)’ evidently outperforms the conventional ‘MF-SPA’
and ‘MF-EPA’ methods which are computed at a comparable
complexity.

The energy BF methods are also compared in Fig. 3 as the
number of devices 2K increases while fixing the number of
antennas asM = 16. In the figure, the results of ‘Prop (Anal)’
are not shown since they are not available for 2K > 2. Again,
the performances of ‘Prop (SDR)’ and ‘SDR’ are almost
indistinguishable, which implies ‘Prop (SDR)’ could replace
‘SDR’ without performance loss to lower the computational
complexity, as delineated in Subsection III-A. It is obvious
that, for a fixed number of antennas, the minimum SNR in
the MAC decreases as the number of devices increases. It is
also observed that the proposed energy BF outperforms the
conventional ‘MF-SPA’ and ‘MF-EPA’methods significantly,
where the gain becomes larger as the number of devices
increases.

Under the same conditions as in Fig. 3, the minimum SNR
γ2 in the BC phase is also shown in Fig. 4 as the number of
devices varies. In the figure, ‘PTB (Anal)’ and ‘PTB (SDR)’
indicate the proposed two-step transmit BF of which the
second-step pairwise BF is obtained from the analysis and
the SDR algorithm, respectively.Meanwhile, ‘ZFTB’ denotes
the conventional ZF for the transmission of 2K decoded
symbols without network coding. The figure confirms the
validity of ‘PTB (Anal)’ which provides an indistinguishable
performance from ‘PTB (SDR)’ without resorting to an opti-
mization algorithm. The gain of ‘PTB’ over ‘ZFTB’ becomes
larger as 2K increases since ‘PTB’ and ‘ZFTB’ exploit the
diversity gains ofM − 2K + 2 andM − 2K + 1, respectively,
by nulling the interferences from 2K −2 and 2K −1 devices,
respectively, using M antennas. It should be noted that the
BC performance in Fig. 4 is much better than the MAC
performance in Fig. 3 since the former suffers from a single
path loss for the donwlink BC while the latter suffers from
a double path loss for the uplink MAC combined with the
downlink WPT. Therefore, appropriate time allocation into

FIGURE 5. Max-min rate as a function of τ0 when M = 2K = 2 and
dk = 5 m.

FIGURE 6. Max-min rate as a function of τ0 when M = 2K = 16 and
dk = 5 m.

the MAC and BC phases would help WP-TWR to improve
the rate performance determined by the minimum rate of the
MAC and BC phases.

The max-min rate of the multi-pair WP-TWR protocol is
shown as a function of theWPT time τ0 in Figs. 5 and 6 when
the devices are equidistant at dk = 5 m. We setM = 2K = 2
in Fig. 5 and M = 2K = 16 in Fig. 6, where ‘PEB/PTB’,
‘PEB/ZFTB’, ‘CEB/PTB’, and ‘CEB/ZFTB’ denote different
energy and transmit BF methods of DF-based WP-TWR;
‘PEB’ and ‘CEB’ denote the energy BF with ‘Prop (SDR)’
(‘Prop (Anal)’ for 2K = 2) and with the conventional
‘MF-SPA’, respectively, and ‘PTB’ and ‘ZFTB’ denote the
proposed two-step TB in closed-form and the conventional
ZF transmitting 2K symbols without network coding, respec-
tively. In the figure, we consider the performance of two
time allocation methods: ‘Optimal IT’ optimizes the time
allocation (τ1, τ2) for a given τ0 and ‘Equal IT’ sets τ1 =
τ2 =

1−τ0
2 for a given τ0. In addition, ‘Salem’ denotes the

AF-based WP-TWR with ZF BF proposed in [22], for which
only ‘Equal IT’ is possible.
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FIGURE 7. Max-min rate as a function of distance d when M = 2K = 2.

Clearly, the DF-based WP-TWR protocols outperform the
AF-based one (‘Salem’) significantly in Figs. 5-6 by allowing
flexible time allocation to the MAC and BC phases exhibit-
ing imbalanced performance. Even with ‘Equal IT’, the
DF-based methods exhibit performance gains over the
AF-based method by employing a better energy BF method
and avoiding the noise amplification incurred by the AF.
This noise amplification is larger in the WP-TWR than in
the traditional TWR since the MAC SNR of the WP-TWR
experiences double path loss in the course of energy harvest-
ing and information transfer. Among the DF-based methods,
‘PEB/PTB’ with ‘Optimal IT’ provides the best performance
for all τo by improving the MAC and BC performances with
the proposed BF methods and balancing the performance of
the MAC and BC phases adequately with the time allocation.
With ‘Equal IT’, the performance of ‘PTB’ and ‘ZFTB’
for the given energy BF becomes indistinguishable since
the MAC phase dominates the performance with equal time
allocation for the MAC and BC phases. It is also observed
in Figs. 5-6 that optimal time allocation is more beneficial
to the performance than the proposed BF for K = 1 while
the proposed BF is more beneficial for 2K = 16. This
observation arises from the fact that the energy BF adapts 2K
complex-valued weights to attain max-min fairness among
the 2K devices while the time allocation adapts only three
time variables, irrespective of the number of devices.

The max-min rate is now shown as a function of distance
d (m) in Figs. 7 and 8 when d2p−1 = d and d2p = 10 − d
for p = 1, 2, · · · ,K . We set M = 2K = 2 in Fig. 7 and
M = 2K = 16 in Fig. 8, where ‘Optimal TA’ denotes the
performance after optimizing τ = [τ0, τ1, τ2] in (49) and
‘Suboptimal TA’ denotes the performance after optimizing
the WPT time τ0 for τ1 = τ2 (‘Equal IT’). The best perfor-
mance is achieved at the center location of the HAP providing
the balanced performance of the bidirectional data flows. The
performance gaps among the schemes in Figs. 7 and 8 are
similar to those in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, except that the
gaps vary with location.

FIGURE 8. Max-min rate as a function of distance d when M = 2K = 16.

FIGURE 9. Max-min rate as a function of the number of antennas and
devices (M = 2K ) when dk = 5 m.

Fig. 9 provides the max-min rate as a function of the
number of antennas M when M = 2K , i.e., the number of
antennas is equal to the number of devices, and the devices
are equidistant as dk = 5 m. The max-min rate Rmin of
each device tends to decrease in general as the number of
antennas increases, although the total rate 2KRmin supported
by the network increases. The gain of the proposed ‘PEB’
over ‘CEB’ for the energy BF gets larger as both the num-
ber of antennas and the number of devices increase since
‘PEB’ adapts to the multi-user channels better than ‘CEB’.
The optimal time allocation also provides a significant gain,
which tends to be larger with a smaller number of devices,
where the BF gain is rather smaller. It is clear that the
proposed ‘PEB/PTB’ provides the best performance among
the schemes considered. Notably, various combinations of
the energy BF, transmit BF, and time allocation methods for
the proposed DF-based WP-TWR network outperform the
conventional AF-based WP-TWR network, which provides
more flexibility in the network design by trading off the
computation complexity and the performance.
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V. CONCLUSION
We have considered a multi-pair WP-TWR network in which
a multi-antenna HAP transfers the power to the devices and
assists the data exchange in three phases. For the efficient
multi-pair TWR, we have applied the DF with network cod-
ing with flexible time allocation and the two-step transmit
BF that steers the beams toward the network coding device
pairs while avoiding the inter-pair interference. We have for-
mulated the problem as maximizing the rate fairness among
the devices by optimizing energy BF and transmit BF while
considering three-phase time allocation. This problem was
solved by formulating an equivalent problem consisting of
three subproblems: independent optimization of the energy
and transmit BFs for a given time allocation, and optimization
of the time allocation with the optimized BFs. The energy
BF was derived in closed-form for the case of two devices,
andwas searched for in the span of the channelmatched filters
at a lower complexity by adopting the existing algorithms for
the other cases. The transmit BF was derived in closed-form
with the readily available pairwise BF and inter-pair power
allocation, and the time allocation problem was solved via
an existing convex optimization solver after demonstrating
the convexity of the problem. The results showed that the
proposed WP-TWR network outperforms the conventional
AF-based one by employing the enhanced BF and flexible
time allocation methods.

The proposed WP-TWR network supporting two devices
is implementable at rather low complexity. If more than two
devices are supported, optimization of the energy BF required
for the proposed network can be handled by the HAP at a
complexity comparable to that of the APs since recent APs
are being developed to possess various levels of computing
power for fog and edge computing. In addition, the proposed
network enables various combinations of the optimal and
suboptimal methods in energy BF and time allocation accord-
ing the complexity and performance requirements under the
designer’s discretion. Furthermore, the proposed indepen-
dently designed BFmethods are applicable to other protocols,
such as the proposed energy BF to wireless powered uplink
and one-way relay, and the proposed transmit BF to multi-
way relay with network coding. In this context, the HAP
of the proposed WP-TWR network can be extended to a
universal power-supply and radio-access platform that sup-
ports all the aforementioned protocols to facilitate various IoT
communications.

APPENDIX
To solve problem (30) for K = 1, we first express the
channel vectors using an orthonormal basis {ui} as hi =
ai1u1 + ai2u2, where aij = uHj hi. An orthonormal basis can
be obtained via the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process
as

u1 =
h1
‖h1‖

, u2 =
h2 − uH1 h2u1
‖h2 − uH1 h2u1‖

, (51)

which leads to the coefficients

a11 = ‖h1‖, a12 = 0, (52)

a21 =
hH1 h2
‖h1‖

, a22 =

√
det(HHH)
‖h1‖

. (53)

We now rewrite problem (30) as

max
q∈C2,t∈R+

t (54a)

s.t. β21 |a11|
2
|q1|2 ≥ t, (54b)

β22

(
2∑
i=1

|a2i|2|qi|2 + 2<{a21a∗22q1q
∗

2}

)
≥ t, (54c)

|q1|2 + |q2|2 = 1, (54d)

where <{·} denotes the real part of a complex value.
By expressing q = (r1ejθ1 , r2ejθ2 ) in polar coordinate, we now
optimize problem (54) with amplitude r = (r1, r2) and phase
θ = (θ1, θ2) as

max
r∈R2

+,θ∈[0,2π )2,t∈R+
t (55a)

s.t. β21 |a11|
2r21 ≥ t, (55b)

β22

(
2∑
i=1

|a2i|2r2i +2<{a21a
∗

22e
j(θ1−θ2)}r1r2

)
≥ t,

(55c)

r21 + r
2
2 = 1. (55d)

The optimal phases are found easily since only constraint
(55c) depends on θ . To maximize t , we should maximize the
left hand side of (55c), and the maximum is obtained when
the phase difference θ21 = θ2 − θ1 satisfies

θ
†
21 =

6 (a21a∗22) = 6 (h
H
1 h2) (56)

for a given r. With the optimum phases, constraint (55c)
becomes an indefinite quadratic form as

β22 (|a21|r1 + |a22|r2)
2
≥ t. (57)

By defining t̃ =
√
t , we transform the problem (55) into

max
r∈R2

+,t̃∈R+
t̃ (58a)

s.t. β1|a11|r1 ≥ t̃, (58b)

β2 (|a21|r1 + |a22|r2) ≥ t̃, (58c)

r21 + r
2
2 = 1. (58d)

By removing the equality constraint (58d), we have

max
0≤r1≤1,t̃∈R+

t̃ (59a)

s.t. f1(r1) ≥ t̃, f2(r1) ≥ t̃, (59b)

where

f1(r1) = β1|a11|r1 (60)

and

f2(r1) = β2

(
|a21|r1 + |a22|

√
1− r21

)
. (61)
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Clearly, problem (59) is a convex optimization problem
having a unique optimum solution since the objective func-
tion is linear and the constraints are convex with the lin-
ear function f1(r1) and concave function f2(r1) satisfying
f ′′2 (r1) > 0. Here, f1(r1) is linearly increasing in r1 ∈ [0, 1]
with the maximum at r1 = 1 while f2(r1) is concave with the
unique maximum at r1 = rc21 , where

rc21 =
|a21|√

|a21|2 + |a22|2
=
|hH1 h2|
‖h1‖‖h2‖

. (62)

Noting that f1(r1) and f2(r1) have no intersections or a unique
intersection according to the channel realizations, we derive
the optimal solution to (59) as follows:

Case 1) If f1(1) ≤ f2(1), or equivalently

ζ1 = β1‖h1‖2 − β2|hH1 h2| ≤ 0, (63)

f1(r1) and f2(r1) have no intersections in r1 ∈ [0, 1]. In this
case, the maximum t̃† of t̃ occurs at r†1 = 1 as t̃† = f1(1).

Case 2) If f1(1) > f2(1) (that is, ζ1 > 0) and f1(rc21 ) ≥
f2(rc21 ), or equivalently

ζ2 = β2‖h2‖2 − β1|hH1 h2| ≤ 0, (64)

the maximum t̃† occurs at r†1 = rc21 as t̃† = f2(rc21 ).
Case 3) If f1(1) > f2(1), or equivalently ζ1 > 0, and

f1(rc21 ) < f2(rc21 ), or equivalently ζ2 > 0, the maximum
t̃† occurs at the unique intersection of f1(r1) and f2(r1) in
r1 ∈ [0, 1], which is given by

rc31 =
β2|a22|√

β22 |a22|
2 + (β1|a11| − β2|a21|)2

=
β2
√
det(HHH)

‖h1‖
√
β1ζ1 + β2ζ2

. (65)

Therefore, t̃† = f1(rc31 ) = f2(rc31 ).
Remark: The conditions for Case 2, ζ1 > 0 and ζ2 ≤ 0, are

simplified as ζ2 ≤ 0 since the condition ζ2 ≤ 0 is equivalent
to the condition ζ1 ≥ 0; From ζ2 ≤ 0 (β2‖h2‖2 ≤ β1|hH1 h2|)
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

β1|hH1 h2| ≤ β1‖h1‖‖h2‖, (66)

we have β2‖h2‖2 ≤ β1‖h1‖‖h2‖, or equivalently
β2‖h2‖|‖h1‖ ≤ β1|‖h1‖2 after multiplying ‖h1‖/‖h2‖| to
both sides. If we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again,
we have

β2|hH1 h2| ≤ β2‖h2‖‖h1‖ ≤ β1‖h1‖
2, (67)

which is equivalent to ζ1 ≥ 0. Therefore, the condition ζ1 > 0
is not required for Case 2. Using the same reasoning, the con-
dition ζ1 ≤ 0 implies that ζ2 ≥ 0. Finally, the condition
{ζ1 ≤ 0, ζ2 ≤ 0} is not feasible.

Therefore, we can summarize as follows:

r† =



[1, 0]T , if ζ1 ≤ 0,[
|hH1 h2|
‖h1‖‖h2‖

,

√
det(HHH)
‖h1‖‖h2‖

]T
, if ζ2 ≤ 0,

1
‖h1‖

[
β2
√
det(HHH)

√
β1ζ1 + β2ζ2

,
ζ1

√
β1ζ1 + β2ζ2

]T
,

if ζ1, ζ2 > 0.

(68)

With the optimal r† and θ
†
21, we have q† =

[r†1 e
jθ1 , r†2 e

j(θ1+θ
†
21)] for an arbitrary phase θ1, which leads to

the optimal value t† = (t̃†)2 provided in (34). The explicit
expression for the optimal energy BF w† is also given in (31)
from w†

= ejθ1 (r†1u
∗

1 + r
†
2 e

jθ†21u∗1).
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